Despite the relatively high cost and complicated procedures, Gallium-67 (67Ga) scanning and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) are increasingly advocated as more sensitive indicators of disease activity in sarcoidosis than chest X-ray and serum angiotensin-converting enzyme activity (SACE).
scans, the chi-squared method was used, and a probability of p < 0.05 was considered significant. All date are expressed as the mean ± SD unless otherwise indicated.
RESULTS
Correlations among chest X-ray, 61Ga scan, SACE, and BAL lymph: A total of 68 complete evaluations was made during a mean follow-up period of 25.6 ± 1.9 months. All data obtained from the 68 evaluations were analyzed (Table  1) . Twenty-seven Table 2 . Relationship between chest X-ray and 67Ga scan in 31 patients Chest X-ray Chest X-ray Number of as to numerically quantitate the extent of disease activity.
A patient's score corresponded to the number of parameters that were abnormal. For example, a patient placed in the "favorable" group for all four parameters received a score of 0, and one assigned to the "persistent disease" group for all parameters received a score of 4.
Pulmonary function tests: Pulmonary function tests were performed prior to BAL, and the two parameters evaluated were vital capacity (VC) and diffusing capacity (DLco, carbon monoxide singlebreath method).
The The chest X-ray and 7Ga data were significantly correlated as shown in Our analysis of 68 simultaneous evaluations revealed that the four parameters employed were well correlated with each other, as shown in Fig. 1 and expensive for practical use. We therefore attempted to determine which parameters are most practical and useful in this respect.
We found that the longitudinal changes in the four parameters were well correlated with each other, as shown in Fig. 2. For instance, over the long-term the SACE and BAL lymph normalized in most patients in the gorup "favorable" for chest X-rays. The same was true for the patients in the "favorable" group for 67Ga scans. On the other hand, the values for SACE and BAL lymph were high in most patients placed in the "persistent disease" groups on the basis of chest X-rays and 7Ga
scans. There were also significant correlations between the changes in chest X-rays and 67Ga scans and those in SACE and BAL lymph, respectively.
In addition, the changes in these four parameters paralleled the changes in vital capacity, al- graphic and ophthalmologic examinations are also necessary in patients with cardiac and/or ophthalmologic involvement.
In conclusion, we consider that the results of chest X-ray and SACE are sufficient indicators, and that routine BAL and 67Ga scanning are not necessarily mandatory, in following and evaluating patients with pulmonary sarcoidosis. Our rationale is as follows: (1) The long-term functional outcome could not be predicted from analysis of the four parameters examined; (2) The changes in these parameters over a long-term period were well correlated with each other; (3) The changes in these parameters paralleled the changes in vital capacity; and (4) BAL and 7Ga scanning are much more expensive and invasive than are chest X-rays and SACE measurements. 
